Avid Resources
New Name. Proven Team.
Introducing
Avid Resources

Part Of The Avidsys Group
A Global Business Network

Avid Resources is the new name for a

The Avidsys Group is an international

long-established and highly successful

group of businesses, founded and owned

team driving an extensive network of

by an Australian-Indian family network.

major resource and industrial operations

It combines some of the world’s leading

throughout Australia.

industrial, natural resources and financial

In acquiring RCR’s Resources, Power and
Water (West) divisions in February 2019,
the AvidSys Group signalled an exciting

enterprises, working together towards the

•

Integrated business model
encompasses metals and mining;

trust – with a clear mandate to use our

construction and infrastructure

unparalleled experience to continue

development; industrial automation;

delivering our industry-leading solutions,

media; substantial property portfolio; IT

directly to our clients.

and business consulting.
•

A collaborative and innovative

to allow our clients to access a significant

approach which is transforming

depth of project resources through a

businesses and communities through

single contractor interface. It also provides

commercialisation of new technologies

a wider pool of expertise for us to draw on
when we allocate project resources. This
ensures a greater amount of collective
experience and skill is concentrated on
every challenge.

Redefining Integration

Experienced
Management
Based in Australia

delivery of a common strategy.

new chapter for the team you know and

Our integrated business model continues

Operational Excellence

•

Avidsys recognised that our reputation
has been built on the cornerstones

Established
Relationships
With Government
& Industry

Trusted
Team
Three
Sectors

of people and performance –and a
commitment to delivering projects
which foster open communication and
promote long-term client relationships.

Global
Parent

An Integrated Solution
From Inspiration to Operation

Regional
Presence

Avid Resources is a multi-disciplinary business providing

Avid maintains a network of strategically located regional

market-leading construction and maintenance for metals

branches servicing major resource centres in Western

& minerals projects; end-to-end electrical, instrumentation

Australia, South Australia and New South Wales.

and control solutions; and extensive design, civil,
mechanical and electrical experience across water
treatment plants & waste water treatment facilities.
We are able to combine and leverage these capabilities,

We offer full service options from minor works,
maintenance and service capabilities, through to major
projects and we have fully equipped engineering workshops
to support site-based activities.

successfully delivering fully integrated structural,
mechanical and electrical construction, installation,

Want to know more?

maintenance and E&I and shutdown projects. We have a
proven track record built on our collaborative approach and
a fundamental commitment to safety, reliability, quality
assurance and responsiveness to dynamic and changing

To learn more about Avid’s integrated range of capabilities,
contact us at enquiries@avidresources.com.au

On Site

www.avidsys.com.au

Services

requirements.

Manufacture
& Fabricate
Refurbish

Diverse Capability
One Group

& Upgrade
Testing &
Commissioning

Design

Construction

Resources. Power. Water.

